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Oh, Captain Shaw!
SUNDAY, November 7:
IOLANTHE at MIT
NEGASS favorite
Savoyards.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7 at 2:00 PM: MITG&SP
IOLANTHE On Sunday, November 7 at 2 PM,
NEGASSers will attend the MIT Gilbert & Sullivan
Players’ fall production, IOLANTHE. Afterwards, we
will enjoy an interval of rest and refreshment at Mary
Chung’s, a great Chinese restaurant a few blocks
from MIT.

familiar

from

The

Sudbury

Myers reports that he was unfamiliar with
IOLANTHE before he began directing it -- hence the
need for a casting team. He believes that his vision is
"probably very unique among IOLANTHEs," because
he had no preconceived notions about the show.

This IOLANTHE features a strong cast with many
lead roles taken by students. NEGASSers will
recognize the faces of some familiar favorites and
have the opportunity to see some fresh new talent
appearing at MIT for the very first time. [Since
NEGASS Program Chair (and very talented soprano)
Rebecca Consentino, who provided this article, was
on the production’s casting board, We can be pretty
sure she knows what she’s talking about - mlc]

"I see IOLANTHE as a play about woman
empowerment," said Myers. "I'm trying to keep the
fairies as non-girlie as possible. No wings, no pastels.
They don't have little wands with stars in the end,
they have big sticks that they can whack people with."

The show features NEGASS members Katherine
Bryant as the Fairy Queen and Neil Addicott (who
played Strephon in MITG&SP’s last IOLANTHE) as
Mountararat. [Dame Rumour whispers that the cast
also boasts Mary Tsein, last year’s charming YumYum, as Phyllis, and Dawn Perlner, a past
contributor in the violin section who turns out to have
a lovely mezzo voice, as Iolanthe.]

His original concept was to put the fairies in combat
boots, but he decided against it. "Instead," he said,
"I'm shooting for a more ephemeral, timeless feel for
the play and just making the fairies as powerful,
bright, graceful, and quick as possible... I'm pushing
for the anthropomorphic representation of nature, in
which each fairy represents either a season or an
aspect of nature." [We like
his humour! We’ve longed
to do something along
those lines Ourself! - mlc]

The stage director is Erik Lars Myers, whose first
gig with MIT was as makeup director for last fall’s
MIKADO, who then served as director for their
summer show, Crichton [a world premier of a
musical based on The Admirable Crichton]. The
music directors are Kate Thornton and Kevin
Mitchell as One Individual, both of whom have taken
roles onstage and behind the scenes in recent years.
The orchestra will be conducted by David Larrick, a

To reserve tickets, please
contact Program Chair
Rebecca Consentino at
617-731-3998 or <rac@bu.edu>. Tickets are $5 for
MIT/Wellesley students, $7 for other students,
children, senior citizens, and MIT Community, and $9
for the general public. Groups of 10+ will receive a $1
discount on each ticket [so call Rebecca and let’s get
our group discount!]. Tickets will be paid for at the
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door. Be sure to indicate whether
you’ll be joining us for Chinese food
and chatter at Mary Chung’s after
the show!
-REBECCA CONSENTINO

Tentative Meeting Schedule, 1999-2000
Please note: this is a corrected version, not the same as
the hard copy published version:

HOW TO GET THERE: MIT is
easily accessible by T: Take the Red Line to the
Central Square stop, and walk south (or catch the #1
Bus) down Massachusetts Ave. - or go to the Kendall
Square stop and walk west through the campus. If
you’re driving, take Mass. Ave. from anywhere to
about a block north of Memorial Drive (on the
Cambridge side of the Charles River), and find a
parking space. (MIT parking lots, although posted
“restricted”, are actually free and open to all comers
on Sunday, as are the parking meters on Mass. Ave.).

12/5

A G&S Xmas Carol

1

G&S Cartoons at MIT; dates TBA

Sat.
2/26

Sudbury’s RUDDIGORE opens - unofficial
meeting/ group attendance

3/26

LMLO: PIRATES

4/30?

A G&S Masterclass?

5/21

Sudbury Retrospective (date may change!)

6/18

Election
Meeting
performances

plus

Fantasy

~ NEXT BRAY COPY DEADLINE: November 14~
The MIT Student Center (known on campus maps
as Building W20) is the large gray building
surrounded by stairs on the north side of the lawn
located on the west side of Massachusetts Ave.,
opposite the main entrance to MIT. The Sala da
Puerto Rico is on the second floor of the building.
People with Web access: Visit
http://whereis.mit.edu/bin/map?locate=studcent&loca\te=bldg_w20

for an exact map of the area, or
http://whereis.mit.edu/doc/getting-to-mit.html

for clear directions from anywhere.
Mary Chung’s is just a few blocks north on Mass.
Ave. from the Student Center, within easy walking
distance.

SEPTEMBER MEETING: REFLECT, MY CHILD-HARVEST OF SCHOLARSHIP:
Members
attending our September meeting were treated to an
engaging first-hand account of the resurrection of
Reflect, my child, a long-buried and largely lost duet
cut from HMS PINAFORE before opening night.
Written for Captain Corcoran and Josephine, it was to
follow and illustrate his warning to her that the
common sailor she loved, whatever his virtues as a
person, "at every step (would) commit solecisms that
society would never pardon." Present to recount how
they found the bits and pieces and how they went
about crafting them into the whole piece were
NEGASSER Bruce I. Miller and trans-Atlantic
fellow G&S scholar Helga J. Perry.
(Continued on page 3)
The words of the duet had survived in the license copy
submitted to the Lord Chamberlain (censorship was
alive and well then), but nothing was known of the

Next Bray Stuffing: November 21 at 3:00 PM. We expect to
be singing through Act I of PINAFORE as we stuff - or perhaps
Act II of SORCERER. Call Us at (781) 646-9115 evenings
and weekends, or send email to Our new address:
MLCarroll@MailandNews.com, for directions to Our snug
and easy-to-get-to home.—mlc
We expect the Bray in your hand to have been stuffed to the
strains of Act II of SORCERER,, which was not sung last
month after all - but if once again no pianist is available this
week-end, perhaps the Act will be put off again… Pianists! come to Bray stuffings!

¸º¸¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º
WELCOME, WELCOME, WELCOME WE New Member
Sarah Phillips from Braintree, who tells Membership Pooh-Bah
Bill Mahoney that she "wants to sing G&S but not do actual
productions… doesn't know if [y]our group is only for
people who have been in shows and memorized the
parts…. would need a score and rehearsal or at least score
ahead of time… has sung for years in choir, has a good
chorus voice, plays piano on her own, would like to
become an aficionado, sings alto or soprano….” And asks
“Will I be over my head here?" Far from it, Sarah! This
group is what’s known as an “Appreciation Society” rather than
a performing group: Our annual Last Minute Light Opera
semi-staged concert of a complete show is adamantly on-book and
without rehearsals - and casting is based on “who wants the part
most.” Bray-stuffings can feature ad hoc sing-throughs of a
single act of a show --if we have a pianist and enough singers to
cover enough of the parts to make the project worth-while. Other
meetings have featured visits to performing groups, lectures, and
ad-hoc sing-throughs of shows, but we rarely rehearse, and rarely
expect people to be expert in their part - although expertise and
talent are appreciated when they appear.

¸º¸¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º
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excised music. A violin part had been found in 1976,
but it was not enough to give much idea of Sullivan’s
setting. Then in 1998, in the course of working
together on the forthcoming Broude Brothers Ltd.
critical edition of PINAFORE, Miller and Perry
discovered a collection of 19th Century band parts
which, they found upon analysis afforded a
substantial idea of the song’s orchestral setting and,
as they put it, "a plausible, if conjectural,
reconstruction of the vocal lines." And so they set
about to reconstruct the piece.

near Porter Square in North Cambridge, MA], Boston
Music Co. or Carl Fischer.

Broude Brothers has a fax number… 413 - 458 - 5242.
They are a well known publisher and even if stores
have not yet received a brochure announcing the
materials, they can be ordered now. The publication
is GS3A.
--BRUCE MILLER



Their comprehensive presentation included a number
of specific examples of the material they had to work
with, what they did with it and why, including a
couple of important substantive corrections of
apparent errors in the license copy lyrics.

MORE ESSENTIAL G&S BOOKS An anonymous
voice (female) left a message on Our tape to the effect
that, although not all books are visible in stores, some
bookstores - notably Barnes & Noble, if We
remember correctly - will order apparently
unavailable books. Apparently she was able, by
requesting, to order Andrew Goodman’s Gilbert
and Sullivan’s London, Hippocrene Books, 1988.

The product of their efforts was performed for the
audience by Sudbury Savoyard Richard Knowlton
and our esteemed Marion Leeds Carroll, backed by
the able piano of Eric Schwartz.
(Marion’s
appearance had a touch of the heroic, she being not
long off the New York train after singing Josephine
the night before in a PINAFORE there (including
Reflect, of course).


¸º¸¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º

DECEMBER
MEETING
PLANS:
GAYDEN
Our
WREN’S A G&S CHRISTMAS CAROL.
December 5 meeting will feature another sing-through
of this version of Charles Dickens’ classic Christmas
story, set to Sullivan’s music. NEGASS sang through
this last year - and a few years ago as well - with such
success that it was decided to repeat the experience.
However, since the text and its setting are unfamiliar
to many, it was decided this year that, for the first
time, the show would be rehearsed.
Contact Us
(mlc) if you want a role - see Our contact info on the
last page of the Bray. Call or e-mail Us soon, so that
We can send you your music and start planning a
rehearsal or two.

In a prelude to the Miller/Perry presentation, Ronald
Broude of Broude Brothers told something of the
paths and pitfalls involved in preparing critical
editions of the G&S operas. Broude Brothers of
Williamstown are engaged in a program of publication
of critical -- i.e., exhaustively researched, annotated
and documented -- editions of the operas in all their
historical variations and permutations, in the course
of which Bruce and Helga came to be wielding their
scholarly talents on PINAFORE. (They first became
acquainted via SavoyNet.)

Dramatis Personae

Bruce and Helga speculate, but reach no conclusion,
as to why Reflect, my child was cut. But they
conclude that "We can accept the wisdom of Gilbert
and Sullivan in doing so as in the best interests of
launching HMS PINAFORE."

Balladeer/Narrator
Pooh-Bah
Ebenezer Scrooge
Bob Cratchit
Emily Cratchit
Uncle Tim
Tiny Tim Cratchit
Fred Scrooge

The rediscovered work, they feel, sheds new light on
the collaborators’ creative process and helps us to
understand "how two consummate craftsmen were
thinking as relatively early in their collaboration, they
were refining what would become their first
international success."
-- GAMA REX

Dora Lincoln
Mr. Kindheart
Mr. Goodman
Old Fezziwig
Passer-By
Jacob Marley’s Ghost
Ghost of Samuel
Ghost of Christmas Past

&&& Bruce Miller informs Us: …this material … is
readily available direct from Broude Brothers or
from fine music stores such as Yesterday’s Music
[that’s actually Yesterday’s Service, on Mass. Ave.

~3~

A Wandering Minstrel
Lord High Everything Else
A Greedy Banker
Scrooge’ s Clerk
Cratchit’s Wife
Emily’s Brother
Cratchit’s Son
Scrooge’s Impoverished
Nephew
Fiancee
A Philanthropist
Another Philanthropist
A Memory
fourth Citizen
A Spectral Visitation
A Piratical Visitation
A Spectral Visitation
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Ghost of Christmas Present
Ghost of Christmas Future
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A Spectral Visitation
A Spectral Visitation

FOR HE’S GOING TO MARRY YUM-YUM -- One
of our members, enrolled in match.com under the
“handle” Pooh-Bah, reports having encountered an
opposite number enrolled as Yum-Yum. Proceeding
from that auspicious beginning, one thing led to
another, and he now reports he is engaged (Engaged!)
“to a maiden fair, with bright brown hair, and a sweet
and simple smile.” The two are none other than our
recent president Dick Freedman and our recent
picnic host Ilana Gerard. -- DAME RUMOUR [May
all good fortune prosper you, Dick & Ilana! - mlc]

Bob Cratchit’s relatives: Children Belinda, Martha, and Peter;
Aunt Nellie
Chorus of Ghosts, Chorus of Party Guests, Scrooge’s
Relatives, etc.
Last year’s production featured Amy Allen, Rebecca
Consentino and Jenna Wilkinson as the three
ghosts ("Three little ghosts for Scrooge are we"),
Sarah Consentino as Tiny Tim, Todd Allen Long
as the balladeer ("Bah, humbug. Bah humbug. Bah,
humbug"), Dick Freedman as the ghost of Jacob
Marley ("I am the very model of the mystic
supernatural") and Lee Patterson as Scrooge. Do
you want to perform the same role you did last year? perform a new one? - or sing in this for the first time?
Be in touch - mlc

yCCyCCyyCCyCCy
“‘

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL NEWS “ ‘

The 1999 International G&S Festival in Buxton, England
ended August 15. For all the details of the Festival photos, schedules and a general sense of the ambiance of a
wonderful experience - visit the Buxton Festival Site at:

¸º¸¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º

http://www.gs-festivals.freeserve.co.uk/buxton99/

(Site authored by SavoyNetters Bob and Jackie Richards)

JANUARY
MEETING
PLANS: CARTOONS AT
MITG&SP
has
MIT.
arranged for rooms to be
available on two Sundays in
January, for one or two
showings of G&S-inspired or
related cartoons provided by
NEGASS’s Don Smith. Once We know which date
has been chosen for sure, We’ll publish the decision.

: ) : ) : ) : o : ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o : )
We’d like to remind folks: To subscribe to SavoyNet,
the G&S mailing list, send the message Subscribe
SavoyNet (your full name) to the address
listserv@bridgewater.edu - and you’ll be sent all the
information you need.
: ) : ) : ) : o : ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o : )

¸º¸¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º


DESIDERATA: PIRATES: President Patricia
Brewer writes: Ahoy Messmates - I've had a phone
call from Calvin Johnson of the Powers
Music School in Belmont [MA]. He'd
like to borrow or rent some PIRATES
scores for his group. Since we are not yet
able to supply these, does anyone know of
a group who might have some? Calvin's
phone number is 617/484-1023.

FEBRUARY
MEETING
PLANS:
AN
INSTRUMENTAL REMINDER. Instrumentalists
who are interested in playing in the Last Minute
PIRATES, currently
Orchestra performance of
tentatively scheduled for Feb. 27, 2000 [as close as we
could conveniently get to Frederic’s birthday], should
sign up by sending email with name and instrument
to Victor Godin at fhorn@nuhub.neu.edu. Everyone is
welcome to come and play; but moderate sight-reading
ability is highly desirable.

&&&
Further
desiderata:
CDS
WITHOUT DIALOGUE. Dear Marion, I've been a
NEGASS member about 5 years (how I got your email). I would like to buy G&S CDs that do NOT have
dialogue. I have YEOMEN that doesn't (yea) and
PINAFORE that does. There is nothing on the jacket
cover (that I can tell) to indicate either way.

Be sure to bring your own music stand!
-- VICTOR GODIN
[NB: If you want to play, but don’t have e-mail access,
phone one of the NEGASS board members, or write
your information on a piece of paper and send it via
ordinary mail to the NEGASS PO Box - and We’ll pass
the word to Vic. However, Vic will not respond
personally via any means but e-mail. --mlc]

I would like PIRATES, RUDDIGORE, and
IOLANTHE.
I can order through Amazon or
anywhere but I don't know how to get the right one.
(I don't think I'm picky about the cast: I'd LIKE M.
Green or J. Reed, but I REALLY want NO

yCCyCCyyCCyCCy
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orders from) a large list of customers. However,
Opera World (800-99-OPERA) is a mail-order/catalog
operation that does offer the individual operas.
-- DAVID LUTYENS

DIALOGUE). Thank you for your time (and I look
forward to getting the perfect answer).
-- JANE CLARK

GIJKMGIJKMGIJKMGIJK

GIJKMGIJKMGIJKMGIJK


CHRISTMAS SHOPPING THOUGHTS: Former
president Dick Freedman gleaned this from
SavoyNet: Wildgoose Publications Ltd. presents
a wide range of G&S merchandise. Our prints and
greetings cards are faithfully reproduced from the
original D’Oyly Carte playbills and songsheets, and
are a fantastic gift for any G&S fanatic! We also have
a limited supply of some brand new products - G&S
fridge magnets!

G&S MINIATURES: Fairview Designs has sent Us
a “Little List” of their “1/24th scale figures cast in
resin and whitemetal and brightly painted. The
figures are presented on a classic style base. Each set
of characters shows examples of authentic costume
designs from the many historic productions of the
subject opera.” The brochure shows rather small but
attractive photos of attractive figurine groups for
MIKADO, YEOMEN, PIRATES, PINAFORE,
IOLANTHE, PATIENCE, and UTOPIA. Prices
range from £9.30 to £10.50 per figurine, plus overseas
shipping charges. Write to Fairview Designs at 18,
Fairview Road, Chigwell, Essex 1G7 6HN, UK, or
call them at 0181-500-1012 for information and/or a
brochure.

All of our products are available to view on our
webpage, which can be found at:
http://www.wgoose.co.uk/green/

We also have a new G&S Showtime brochure
available (although the fridge magnets aren’t in this),
if anyone would like a printed copy of our
merchandise.
If anyone has any queries, please don’t hesitate to
contact me. [Since We don’t have her contact info, We
suggest you contact Dick Freedman at rnf@null.net
Best wishes -- LAURA NUNN
Wildgoose Publications

COX & BOX ORCHESTRATION. David Larrick
wrote to SavoyNet: If you're planning a production of
COX & BOX with full orchestra, have I got a deal for
you! I have just completed a full (conductor's) score,
based on the Kalmus parts, and I would like to find a
production to "beta-test" it under performance
conditions. For more information, email me directly,
or check my website.
-- DAVID LARRICK

GIJKMGIJKMGIJKMGIJK
G&S
VIDEOS
WITH
SUBTITLES:
Dick
Freedman received this message from David
Lutyens: My company distributes 12 G & S operas on
video, principally through nationwide catalogs such as
Signals, PBS Home Video, Critic’s Choice etc.
These are English productions from the 1980’s, the socalled Brent Walker series, made originally for
BBC.TV. Though G & S aficionados pick faults with
some of them, they are generally high-quality
productions (£1,000,000 was spent on each opera) and
they are the only video versions of such operas as
IDA, SORCERER, RUDDIGORE, YEOMEN, and
TRIAL.

dcl@ties.org
http://www.ultranet.com/~larrick/

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SULLIVAN/DONIZETTI CONNECTION. Daniel
Kamalic of MITG&SP wrote to that group’s e-mail
list: So, I took Donizetti’s Don Pasquale out of the
library, and I just now noticed
something interesting.

The title page says: "Edited by
ARTHUR SULLIVAN and J.
PITTMAN"

In an effort to make them more accessible to ordinary
viewers, I have recently added English sub-titles for
the sung lyrics. Please believe me - these really work.
They make Gilbert's lyrics easily understandable,
even in the fastest patter songs.

This is a Boosey & Hawkes edition from a real long
time ago. The bottom of each page says "The Royal
Edition". I can’t find a date on it. Anyone know any
reason why this shouldn’t be the Arthur Sullivan? Did
he do editing jobs at some point in his career?
We replied: Actually, it almost certainly was "the"
Arthur Sullivan. He did a fair amount of that sort of
thing. (A musician has to earn a living!) He also was
one of the people - along with Brahms, if I remember

Recently, I've been sent a printout of an internet
listing of G & S societies. On this, I notice your name
appearing repeatedly "thanks to informant." [Ah - our
famous former president! - mlc] I am not proficient on
the web, nor is my company set up to mail-to (or fulfill
~5~
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They almost split up; are saved by a Japanese
exhibition in London (inspiring Gilbert to write THE
MIKADO); re-join forces to fight the penny-pinching
managers, tantrum-prone players and across-theboard drink and morphine habits that were,
apparently, part of life in the days of D’Oyly Carte.

my history correctly - who helped find the scattered
works of an unknown, dead German composer called
Schubert and brought them to public attention. (Ever
wonder about things like the quote from Die Erkonig
at the start of Buttercup’s Act II song?)
We continued by asking Bruce
Miller: Bruce - you’re a much
better musicologist than I am want to elucidate?

The 160-minute film sprawls at times. Stage excerpts,
though spiritedly performed, might be cut back. And
some rehearsal sessions test our stamina as much as
the Savoyards’.

To which he replied: You are
correct. Sullivan and Pittman
co-edited the Boosey Royal
Edition over a period of about ten years. Arthur
Jacobs gives some history of this in his appendix for
his recent Sullivan biography.

But nobody has made a back-stage film as allexploring as this, or one with more poignant
parentheses: not least Gilbert’s home life, where the
heartaches of a lonely wife (Lesley Manville) are
sketched as vividly as the headaches of an overworked
writer."

Thank you, Dan, for raising the question, and Bruce,
for clarifying the answer! - mlc

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

I think this means he liked it. Hope it’s a success in
NYC.
Best wishes -- DAVID STIEBER
PS: [As our Swiss connection, David continues:] The
Geneva English Drama Society just did a staged
reading of WSG’s Engaged as its season-opener. The
Inner Brotherhood enjoyed it, and the locals assumed
it was Feydeau in translation, and without the
striptease.

G&S
FILM
IN
VENICE:
Our
European
correspondent writes: No doubt your eager news team
will be keeping you updated on the success of the
Mike Leigh film which you mention in the latest
Bray (for which, thanks as usual) as debuting soon at
the New York Film Festival. But just in case you’re
itching for more news ... [Oh, We are! We are! -We hear
it was a sold-out success in NYC!]

&&& A FRIEND IN NYC SAYS: Has anyone in your
area seen the film yet? There was a showing a couple
of weeks ago at the New York Film Festival and it’s
terrific! First of all, it’s absolutely beautiful to look at.
The film starts with the opening of PRINCESS IDA
and when they showed the full stage, it looked so
gorgeous, I actually choked up with joy. There are a
lot of musical numbers, most done complete. A good
dose of MIKADO of course, but a little IDA and the
incantation scene from SORCERER…..

This film was also the official UK entry in the Venice
Film Festival, which has just ended, and where Jim
Broadbent won the "best actor" prize for his
portrayal of WSG. I recall Jim graduating from the
rather thin barman in The Crying Game to a
somewhat rounder figure as the impresario in Little
Voice, so will be interested to see him, presumably
further rounded out, as Gilbert.

There are lots of vignettes backstage at the Savoy
and glimpses of the private lives of Gilbert & Sullivan.
There's a scene in a brothel with a very naughty
staging of the Doll Song from Hoffmann. This film
could put G&S on the map. Definitely urge your
readers to see this film as soon as it comes your way!
-- FRANCES YASPRIKA

And in the temporary absence of the NY reviews, you
may wish to know that the London Financial Times
review comments from Venice were:
"... Life is a little saner in Leigh’s Topsy-Turvy,
Britain’s competition entry.
Real originality
distinguishes this "year in the life of" Gilbert and
Sullivan.

Frances further informs Us: …the soundtrack album
is being released November 30. Don't know precisely
what's on it; but certainly will have LOTS of G&S on
it.

The director-devisor of Life is Sweet and Secrets
and Lies knows how artistic foundries work, and how
close they come in crisis to foundering. We meet WS
(Jim Broadbent) and Sir Arthur (Allan Corduner) as
they tend damaged egos after PRINCESS IDA.

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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and 13th, 8:00 PM, all tickets $10, at the Memorial
Hall Center for the Arts in historic Wilmington village
in Southern Vermont, about 1/2 hour west of
Brattleboro. For more info, call 802-464-8411 or email marietta@sover.net.

ORPHANED FOUNDLING: Mary Finn writes: I
have recently been informed that the board of the
Valley Light Opera in Amherst Massachusetts has
significantly changed both in composition and opinion
since 1997, when they voted to perform my G&Sinspired operetta The Foundling, or, a Basket of
Ham in the fall of the year 2000. In short, they have
decide to "postpone" any such production. Perhaps I’m
taking an overly gloomy view of
things, but I now doubt they will
ever produce The Foundling.
[How sad for Mary (the librettist),
Bob Weingart (the composer) and all of us who were looking
forward to seeing the show again!
- mlc]

NYGASS will hold its next meeting on Tuesday,
11/16. All NYGASS meetings are at CAMI Hall, 165
W. 57th St., NYC (although We hear that the hall is
about to be renovated, which will mean that NYGASS
will need to find a temporary new home). Doors open
at 7:30; the meeting starts at 8:00, and the Inner
Brotherhood go out for coffee afterwards.
Musica Sacra, led by Mary Beekman, holds open
sings in Belmont on occasional Sunday nights,
featuring professional singers and full orchestra, and
inviting the paying audience to sing the chorus. A
season ticket is $30; a single ticket is $6. They’ll be
singing through PIRATES on Sunday, Nov 7 at 7:30
PM at the Payson Park Church, 365 Belmont St.
(corner of Payson Rd & Belmont St.), Belmont, MA.
There’s plenty of parking - or take the Waverly Bus
Line from Harvard Square to the Payson Road stop.
[Thank you, Elizabeth Johnson, for this news!]

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
THESPIS IN PA IN 2000: Don Smith has dropped
Us a crumb from SavoyNet, originally posted by
Kelvin Kean, Past President of the mentioned group:
The G & S Society of Chester County is planning a
staging of THESPIS using the Bruce Montgomery
score. He will also be providing the stage direction.
The last production of this was ten years ago, so if
you’re interested in hearing how a composer steeped
in G & S has set Gilbert’s lyrics to Sullivanesque
music, then mark your calendars. Dates are
November 16, 17, 18, and 19 of 2000. More
information will be forthcoming in the months ahead.

The Savoyard Light Opera Co. will present
Gershwin’s Of Thee I Sing [Yes, We know it isn’t…]
11/12-14 and 19-21 at Corey Auditorium in Carlisle,
MA. Directors: Lora Chase (stage) and Philip
Lauriat (music). For more info. call (978) 371-SLOC.
The North Kingstown
Players (RI) will present
MIKADO at 8 PM on
11/12 and 13, and 3 PM
11/14 at the North
Kingstown High School,
150
Fairway
Drive,
North Kingstown, Rhode
Island.
Tix: $9 for
General Admission. For
more info, write to P.O.
Box 71 North Kingstown, RI 02852, e-mail
jack4067@excelonline.com, or call (401) 295-1907

&$/(1'$5
Valley Light Opera of Amherst, MA plans its 25th
anniversary production, PIRATES, for Nov. 5, 6, 7,
12, and 13 at the Amherst Regional High School
auditorium. Call producers Cami Elbow (413-5490024) or Al Hudson (413-256-6950) for more info - or
visit VLO’s web site, www.vlo.org, provided by
BerkshireNet.
MITG&SP’s IOLANTHE is planned for 11/5, 6,11, 12
and 13 at 8 PM and 11/6 & 7 at 2
PM. See page one of this rag to
join NEGASS in a group trip to
the 11/7 matinee, call MITG&SP
at (617) 253-0190, contact them
via
e-mail
at
savoyardsrequest@mit.edu,
or
visit

be IDA)

Troupers Light Opera Company will be conducting
auditions on November 3 and 10 in Stamford, CT for
their spring production of GONDOLIERS for all
voices, principals and chorus. Performances will be
May 13, 14, 19 and 20, 2000 in New Canaan High
School, New Canaan, CT. For further info or to
schedule an audition time call Jane Bernd at 203254-8140.

Marietta Formanek writes: The Valley Savoyards
will be performing The MIKADO on November 11, 12

The Connecticut G&S Society plans PINAFORE,
11/12 & 13 at 8 PM, 11/14 at 2:00 PM at the

http://www.mit.edu/activities/gsp/home.
html for more info. (The MITG&SP spring show will
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date is still tentative: We don’t want the NEGASS
LMLO PIRATES to conflict with Sudbury’s show!).
We are still awaiting more detailed information. To
scoop Us, call 978-443-8811, or check out their web
site at http://www.sudburysavoyards.org

Middletown (CT) High School auditorium. Call 1-800866-1606 in CT, or 1-860-873-2832 elsewhere, for
more info.
The Boston Academy of Music will present a
double bill of TRIAL and SORCERER 11/26-27 at 8
PM and 11/27-28 at 3 PM at the
Emerson Majestic Theater.
Tix range from $18-$55 (this is
professional opera company!).
Call (617) 824-8000, or visit the
Emerson
web
site
at
www.maj.org for tix & info.

We’re looking forward to THE MILLENNIUM
SINGOUT, to be held in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, August 18-20, 2000 - for details, contact
Ori Siegel <oris@interlog.com>.

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

Does anyone know when the Simsbury (CT) G&S
Society will be performing their spring MIKADO?

THE NEW ENGLAND GILBERT AND

The Harvard-Radcliffe G&S Society plans
PINAFORE, produced by Aziza Johnson and Anne
Thompson, directed by Marisa Echeverria, with
music direction by John Driscoll. Performance dates
will be Dec. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 at 8 PM; and Dec. 4,
5 and 11 at 2 PM. For more info, contact Lane
Shadgett at shadgett@fas.harvard.edu, or phone 617496-4747 or visit the HRG&SS Web page:

PO Box 367, Arlington, MA 02476-0004

SULLIVAN SOCIETY
Send electronic contributions to our e-mail address:
negass@iname.com

President PATRICIA BREWER: (617) 323-3480;
qacee@aol.com

Vice-President J. DONALD SMITH: (508) 823-5110;
dsmith@umassd.edu

Secretary CAROL MAHONEY: (781) 648-1720;

http://www.hcs. harvard.edu/~hrgsp/

MAHONEY.CAROL@EPAMAIL.EPA.GOV

Treasurer PHIL BURSTEIN: (781)646-3698;

The Toronto-Ra (newsletter of guess which
Canadian city?) announces that the Toronto G&S
Society will present MIKADO from 11/25 -12/4,
returning to the stage after a several-year hiatus. For
further info, contact Producer Ron Maskell at (416)
512-1718.

plburst@rcn.com

Program Chair REBECCA CONSENTINO: (617) 7313998; rac@bu.edu and
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/1065

Members at Large:
Company Promoter KATHERINE BRYANT: (617) 4910373; klb@cybercom.net and http://www.cybercom.net/~klb
SHELDON HOCHMAN: (508) 842-7617;

UTOPIA IN MICHIGAN: UMGASS’s production
this fall will be UTOPIA. Performances will be
December 2nd - 5th, 1999 at the Lydia Mendelssohn
Theatre. Ezra Peisach tells Us: If you have never
seen their web site (http://www.umich.edu/~umgass) - it is
worth looking at the stained glass window of each
show they have done.

GAMAREX@aol.com

RICHARD FREEDMAN:
(617) 630-9525; rnf@null.net and
http://people.ne.mediaone.net/rnf

Membership Officer: BILL MAHONEY: (781) 648-1720
Newsletter Editor: MARION LEEDS CARROLL
(781) 646-9115;
MLCarroll@MailandNews.com (new address!!!) - and:

The G&S Society of Hancock County (Maine)
plans SORCERER for the first 2 weekends in
February, with a new music director, Fredric
Goldrich, joining the talented crew.

http://web.mit.edu/mlcar/Public/www/mlcarroll.html

NEGASS membership dues are $15 and up. Please send
membership inquiries to Bill Mahoney C/O the above
address.
Visit the New NEGASS Web Site at

THE SUDBURY (MA) SAVOYARDS are planning
RUDDIGORE this year, with
Kathy
Lague
as
Stage
Director and Steve Malionek
as Music Director. Auditions
will apparently be held in
November instead of on the
usual December dates - because
the performances will be in late February instead of
March. (This is why the NEGASS February meeting

http://www.negass.org

The Trumpet Bray can now be read on line at
http://www.negass.org/bray/html/Trumpet_Bray.html
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